EDI IN THE CLOUD
FOR INFOR VISUAL
We Make EDI Painless!
TrueCommerce® EDI Solutions makes
it painless to implement electronic data interchange
(EDI) by delivering easy-to-use, robust and
affordable solutions.

hhComplete, end-to-end EDI
solution for Infor VISUAL
from one reliable source
hhProven sales and
warehouse document
integration that’s
affordable, and easy
to use
hhSupports more than
23,000 trading partner
maps with updates at no
additional charge
hhUnlimited, US-based
support, free software
updates, no annual
contracts and no
maintenance fees
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As an EDI managed service
provider, TrueCommerce
adapts to the inevitable
changes demanded by
current and future trading
partners without requiring
expert in-house staff or
expensive infrastructure.

COMPLETE SOLUTION FROM ONE
SOURCE
Our unique modular approach enables us to offer a true end-to-end EDI
solution that is easy to use and unparalleled in scalability. We’ve taken the
complexity out of implementing EDI by providing all four of the components
you need to successfully deploy EDI:
Connectivity with your trading partner(s)
is required to transmit EDI documents,
whether directly via the Internet or
through a “Value Added Network,” or VAN.
The TrueCommerce Trading Network
(VAN) is our Internet-based transaction
gateway, across which your EDI
transactions are transmitted, providing
connectivity with all of your trading
partners. It is compliant with virtually any
connectivity protocol, including AS1/
AS2/AS3, FTP and (if required) VAN
interconnects.

This is achieved by processing EDI
transactions through a collection of
intelligent software modules. These
modules are programmed to format
your inbound EDI transactions to match
against your configurations within Infor
VISUAL as well as match your outbound
transactions against your trading partner’s
requirements. As your business grows and
you acquire new customers, additional
trading partner maps can easily be added
and seamlessly integrated with your
TrueCommerce solution.

Web-based EDI Translator,
TrueCommerce Transaction Manager™
is our user-friendly EDI translator that
converts business documents from
raw EDI data (ANSI ASC X12, EDIFACT,
XML, and others) into a human-readable
business form.

Support is a critical component of a
complete, end-to-end EDI solution. Our
Professional Services team has the broad
range of expertise to handle not only all
of your trading partners’ requirements,
but also any technical issues related
to business system integration and
the sending and receiving of your EDI
documents. You can also count on the
support team to provide the advice and
guidance you’ll need to be successful.
Even if you aren’t familiar or comfortable
with EDI, we’ll be there to help you get up
and running, step by step.

Data Mapping and Integration
provide the ability to seamlessly send
and receive data between Transaction
Manager and Infor VISUAL through
the TrueCommerce Business System
Plug-In™.
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ENHANCE PRODUCTIVITY AND REDUCE COSTS BY
INTEGRATING EDI WITH INFOR VISUAL
EDI is more than a way to comply with customer requirements. By integrating EDI with your business system, you can
eliminate time-consuming, error-prone manual tasks, to accelerate key business processes and improve supply chain
visibility.
Integrating your EDI solution with Infor VISUAL reduces the need to
print or re-enter transactions, which makes order processing faster
and more efficient without sacrificing accuracy. TrueCommerce EDI
offers powerful sales and warehouse document integration that’s
proven, affordable and easy-to-use—enabling you to meet all of
your trading partners’ EDI requirements.

SUPPORTS KEY EDI DOCUMENTS FOR ORDER-DRIVEN
MANUFACTURING
The TrueCommerce EDI solution for Infor VISUAL supports the key
EDI documents that order-driven manufacturers require. These
include the EDI 830 Planning Schedule and EDI 862 Shipping
Schedule, which are critical for MRP planning and just-in-time
production.
Other integrated EDI documents include:
hhA detailed 856 Advance Shipment Notification (ASN)
hhWarehouse/3PL documents (940, 943, 944 and 945)
hhSales documents (850 Purchase Order, 860 Purchase Order
Change, 810 Invoice, 855 PO Acknowledgment)
hhEDI 846 Inventory Inquiry/Advice
hhEDI 875 Grocery Products Purchase Order and EDI 880

STREAMLINE ORDER FULFILLMENT
When you integrate TrueCommerce EDI with Infor VISUAL, you can
automatically create outbound invoices (EDI 810) and ASNs (EDI
856) documents from inbound purchase orders (EDI 850) and send
them using EDI.
EDI 830 Planning Schedule, EDI 862 Shipping Schedule and other
supported documents can also be imported from Infor VISUAL
directly into your EDI solution; avoiding the need to manually
rekey data.
Remote warehouse integration helps automate communication
with third-party logistics (3PL) providers to fulfill orders faster
and more accurately. TrueCommerce EDI can convert purchase
orders into warehouse shipping orders (940) while integrating the
warehouse shipping advice (945) with Infor VISUAL to automatically
create invoices.

EMBEDDED, CUSTOMIZABLE INTEGRATION ENHANCES
EASE OF USE

Because every Infor VISUAL system is configured for specific
business needs, the TrueCommerce EDI solution also offers a
high degree of flexibility and customization potential to help you
maximize process efficiency.

BUILT-IN PROCESS CONTROLS
Built-in process controls ensure that required data requested
by your customer has been entered correctly, and will notify
you of invalid fields prior to sending your outbound transactions.
TrueCommerce EDI automatically verifies that items on incoming
orders, including the unit price, are matched to your data in
Infor VISUAL. Also, when you create an invoice in Infor VISUAL,
TrueCommerce EDI checks that both the customer ID and item
number fields are valid. These automated safeguards help to
eliminate chargebacks from customers and reduce the turnaround
time on orders by ensuring that all EDI documents sent to your
customers are complete.

CUSTOM FIELDS INTEGRATION
TrueCommerce EDI supports integration for custom fields of
your choice. While a number of data fields can be integrated,
shipment and delivery dates might illustrate essential data that is
important when processing your documents. Regardless of which
fields or data type you would like to integrate as custom fields,
TrueCommerce EDI will automatically recognize and populate
those fields; eliminating the need to manually re-key that data each
time.

SOFTWARE ADD-ONS
TrueCommerce Scheduler™ further enhances this easy-to-use,
integrated EDI solution by automatically performing send and
receive functions for the integrated transactions that you specify. In
addition, the TrueCommerce Shipping Module simplifies shipping
with FedEx, UPS and other leading carriers by creating a seamless
connection between your shipping system and TrueCommerce
Transaction Manager. Another valuable software add-on are the
TrueCommerce Packing Lists. The packing lists option manages
all packing lists templates for each of your customers, making it
easy to meet their demands. Since packing lists can be printed
directly from Transaction Manager, it eliminates the need to login
and print from multiple systems. These popular add-ons will save
you significant time and reduce manual effort, so you can focus on
other important business functions.

The TrueCommerce EDI solution is embedded directly within your
Infor VISUAL application and mirrors its interactive look-and-feel,
for enhanced usability and a shorter learning curve.
www.truecommerce.com
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AN END-TO-END EDI SOLUTION FOR INFOR VISUAL FROM ONE RELIABLE SOURCE
•

As intuitive to use as email

•

Point-and-click functionality

•

Requires minimal training to get started

•

Includes a step-by-step user’s guide

•

Backed by free support!

Connects to Any Trading
Partner

•

Including those requiring the use of AS2 or a specific Value Added Network (VAN)

•

Over 23,000 trading partner mappings and growing

Robust Functionality

•

Supports any ANSI ASC X12, EDIFACT or Tradacom transaction

•

Item ID translation tables and default information lookup tables reduce or eliminate manual
data entry

•

Automatically send, receive and view acknowledgments confirming receipt of transactions

•

Annual network savings of 30% to 50% compared to other EDI solutions offering comparable
functionality

•

No annual subscription or maintenance fees

•

No annual contract required or early termination fees

•

No AS2 license fees, mailbox fees, peak hour surcharges, delimiter conversion fees or other
hidden service fees

•

Free software updates! If your trading partner changes a specification or adds a transaction,
we’ll update your data mapping at no charge

•

Free unlimited US-based support

•

Windows 7, Vista, XP, Windows Server 2003 and 2008

•

Processor – Minimum 2 GHZ

•

RAM – Minimum 1GB ,

•

Minimum free hard disk space – 3GB (available)

•

Broadband Internet connection

•

IIS for Client/Server installation

•

Microsoft SQL Server Express Edition (provided by TrueCommerce) or Microsoft SQL Server
2005 and 2008

Easy to Use

Offers Unbeatable
Business Value

System Requirements

ABOUT TRUECOMMERCE
TrueCommerce gives your business
a competitive edge with simple,
adaptable and cost-effective solutions
that harness the power of our trading
partner community. From the factory
to the warehouse, from distributor
to retail storefront, achieve new
levels of business connectivity and
performance from the world’s most
complete network.
Connect. Integrate. Accelerate.

THE TRUECOMMERCE TEAM IS HERE TO HELP!
If you have any questions regarding TrueCommerce, or how it applies to your
business, our passionate, EDI focused team is here for you.

Call us today at 888.430.4489
www.truecommerce.com
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